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Abstract
In many biological systems, the network of interactions between the elements can only be inferred from
experimental measurements. In neuroscience, non-invasive imaging tools are extensively used to derive
either structural or functional brain networks in-vivo. As a result of the inference process, we obtain
a matrix of values corresponding to an unrealistic fully connected and weighted network. To turn this
into a useful sparse network, thresholding is typically adopted to cancel a percentage of the weakest
connections. The structural properties of the resulting network depend on how much of the inferred
connectivity is eventually retained. However, how to fix this threshold is still an open issue. We introduce
a criterion, the efficiency cost optimization (ECO), to select a threshold based on the optimization of the
trade-off between the efficiency of a network and its wiring cost. We prove analytically and we confirm
through numerical simulations that the connection density maximizing this trade-off emphasizes the
intrinsic properties of a given network, while preserving its sparsity. Moreover, this density threshold
can be determined a-priori, since the number of connections to filter only depends on the network size
according to a power-law. We validate this result on several brain networks, from micro- to macro-scales,
obtained with different imaging modalities. Finally, we test the potential of ECO in discriminating brain
states with respect to alternative filtering methods. ECO advances our ability to analyze and compare
biological networks, inferred from experimental data, in a fast and principled way.
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Introduction
Imaging connectomics uses neuroimaging techniques to map connections and/or interactions between
different brain sites. Combined with tools from graph theory, imaging connectomics has considerably
advanced our understanding of the brain structure and function from a system perspective.1
Noninvasive neuroimaging is particularly attractive as it allows to map connectomes in-vivo and
quantify network organizational mechanisms underlying behavior, cognition, development as well as
disease.2, 3 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electro/magnetoencephalography (E/MEG) are
frequently used to derive macro-scale connectomes whose nodes, or units, correspond to spatially remote
brain sites.4 High-field MRI and genetically encoded calcium indicators are promising tools to image
connectomes respectively at the scale of neuronal ensembles (meso-scale) and single neurons (micro-
scale).5 Brain connectivity methods are typically used to estimate the links between the nodes. While
anatomical connectivity (AC) measures the probability to find axonal pathways between brain areas,
typically from diffusion MRI, functional connectivity (FC) rather calculates the temporal dependence
between their neural processes as recorded, for instance, by functional MRI, EEG or MEG .1
At this stage, the resulting connectomes correspond to maximally dense networks whose weighted links
code for the strength of the connections between different brain nodes. Common courses in brain network
analysis use thresholding procedures to filter information in these raw connectomes by retaining and
binarizing a certain percentage of the strongest links (Supplementary Fig. ??). Despite the consequent
information loss, these procedures are often adopted to mitigate the incertainty carried by the weakest
links and facilitate the interpretation of the network topology .6 In addition, they enable to use all the
graph theoretic tools, which are mainly conceived for sparse and binary networks .7 At present, the choice
of the specific value for such threshold remains arbitrary, so that scientists are obliged to explore brain
network properties across a wide range of different candidates and eventually select one representative
a-posteriori.8 These approaches are extremely time-consuming for large connectomes and make difficult
the comparison between many individuals or samples.9
We introduce a criterion to select a-priori an optimal threshold which captures the essential topology
of a connectome while preserving its sparsity. Based on the perfect trade-off between two desirable but
incompatible features - namely high global and local integration between nodes, and low connection
density - this method is inherently motivated by the principle of efficiency and economy observed in many
complex systems,10 including the brain.11
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Results
Filtering information as a network optimization problem
Global- and local-efficiency 12 have revealed to be important graph quantities to characterize the structure
of brain networks in terms of integration and segregation of information .13 Both anatomical and functional
brain networks tend to exhibit relatively high values of global- and local-efficiency. At the same time they
also tend to minimize, for economical reasons, the number of their links leading to sparse networks.11
Hence, we propose to determine a density threshold that filters out the weakest links and maximizes the
ratio between the overall efficiency of a connectome and its wiring cost. We formally introduce a criterion
to filter information in a given network by finding the optimal connection density ρ that maximizes the
quality function:
J =
Eg+El
ρ
(1)
where Eg and El represent respectively the global- and local-efficiency of a network (Online Method 1).
For both regular lattices and random networks, we proved analytically that the optimal density deriving
from the maximization of J reads ρ ' 3/(n−1), where n is the network size, i.e., the number of nodes
in the network (Supplementary Text). We confirmed this result (Supplementary Fig. ??a,b) through
extensive numerical simulations (Online Methods 2), showing that it held true also in more realistic
network models, such as in small-world networks14 (Fig. 1a) and in scale-free networks 15 (Fig. 1b).
Notably, the optimal density emphasized the intrinsic structural properties of all the implemented synthetic
networks in terms of global- and local-efficiency (Fig. 1d,e and Supplementary Fig. ??d,e).
Optimal density in connectomes derived from neuroimaging
We computed the quality function J in both micro- and macro-scale brain networks and we evaluated how
the optimal density scaled as a function of the network size. We considered connectomes used in previously
published studies that were obtained with different imaging modalities, from calcium imaging to EEG,
and constructed with different brain connectivity methods, from Pearson-correlation to Granger-causality
(Table 1).
For each connectome we applied a standard density-based thresholding. We started with the empty
network by removing all the links (ρ = 0). Then, we reinserted and binarized one link at time, from
the strongest to the weakest, until we obtained the maximally dense network (ρ = 1). At each step we
computed J and we recorded its profile as a function of ρ (Fig. 1f). If a study presented more samples
(individuals) with connectomes of the same size, we considered the group-averaged J profile to improve
the quality of the estimation (Supplementary Fig. ??c,f). The pooled density values, as returned by the
maximization of J, followed the same scaling relationship that we reported for synthetic networks (Fig. 1c).
This result confirms that also for brain networks we can assume that the optimal density threshold depends
on the network size according to the same rule ρ ' 3/(n−1).
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In conclusion, we introduced a criterion, named efficiency cost optimization (ECO), to select a
threshold leading to sparse, yet informative brain networks. Such a threshold does depend neither on how
the connectome is constructed nor on its underlying structure, and can be therefore selected a-priori.
ECO discriminated network properties of different brain states
To illustrate the methodology, we considered connectomes from four different imaging modalities, namely
EEG, MEG, fMRI, and DTI (Table 1). Because we do not know the true structure for these connectomes,
we evaluated the ability of ECO to discriminate network properties of different brain states, i.e., healthy
versus diseased, at individual level.
We characterized brain networks by calculating graph quantities at different topological scales, i.e.,
large (global- and local-efficiency, Eg and El), intermediate (community partition, P ; and modularity, Q),
and small (node degree, ki; and betwenness, bi) (Online Method 3). To assess network differences between
brain states, we measured distances between the values of the graph quantities obtained in the healthy
group and those in the diseased group. We adopted the Mirkin index (MI) to measure distances between
community partitions, and the divergent coefficient (D) for other graph quantities (Online Method 4).
We explored a wide range of density thresholds and, as expected, the value of the threshold affected the
ability to separate network properties of different brain states (Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. ?? and ??a).
Notably, the choice ρ = 3/(n−1) resulted among the best candidates in producing larger distances and
improving discrimination. Furthermore, ECO overall outperformed alternative methods such as the mini-
mum spanning tree (MST) and the planar maximally filtered graph (PMFG)16 (Fig. 3, Supplementary
Fig. ??b, Supplementary Table ??).
Discussion
We introduced ECO to filter information in imaging connectomes whose links are statistical or probabilistic
measures of brain connectivity. Conventional graph approaches evaluate brain network properties across a
large and arbitrary number of thresholds.17 Eventually, they select a representative threshold a-posteriori
that maximizes the separation between different brain states .6 ECO provides a theoretically grounded
criterion to select an optimal threshold a-priori, drastically reducing the computational burden. Other
approaches, similar in purpose to ECO, impose unnatural constraints on the filtered connectome. The
minimum spanning tree (MST), for instance, leads to brain networks with a null clustering coefficient
.18 The planar maximally filtered graph (PMFG) tries to alleviate this bias by allowing closed loops, but
still forces planarity.16 Conversely, ECO does not impose any constraint and lets the intrinsic network
structure of a connectome to emerge.
In addition, ECO is based on fundamental principles of complex systems.14, 15 Maximizing global-
and local-efficiency with respect to connection density means emphasizing the integration and segregation
properties of a connectome19 while keeping a biologically plausible wiring cost. This rationale dovetails
with current evidence showing that advantageous topological properties, such as economic small-world
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architectures,11 tend to be maximized in brain networks, and that, in general, sparsity increases robustness
of complex systems.20 Other combinations could have been considered when conceiving the quality
function J. For example, in 21 authors introduced the cost-efficiency Eg−ρ , which, however, did not
include the clustering counterpart. That quality function, as well as other ones that we tested, did not
exhibit an optimal density and was therefore not considered (Supplementary Text).
ECO makes use of density thresholds. Hence, filtered connectomes having same number of nodes,
will have same number of links. On the one hand, this ensures that differences between brain network
properties are not merely due to differences in the connection density.22 On the other hand, ECO does
not allow a direct evaluation of neural processes altering the number of links; yet it does inform on the
consequent (re)organizational mechanisms. ECO is based on a graph topological criterion and cannot filter
out possible false positives (i.e., spurious links) resulting from biased brain connectivity estimates.4, 6 This
method assumes that the weighted links of the raw connectomes had been previously statistically validated,
either maintained or canceled. We conceived ECO to filter imaging connectomes with applications
ranging from cognitive to clinical and computational neuroscience. Given its generality and simplicity, we
anticipate that ECO will facilitate the analysis of interconnected systems where the need of sparsity is
plausible and links are weighted estimates of connectivity. This is, for example, the case of functional
networks in system biology, where links are derived from transcriptional or phenotypic profiling, and
genetic interactions.23
Online Methods
1. Topological properties of the quality function J
The proposed quality function can be seen as a particular case of a general family of functions of the
form f (Eg,El,ρ). When combining different graph quantities, proper normalizing procedures need to be
used.24 By definition, each of the three quantities Eg, El and ρ is normalized in the range [0,1], and Eg
and El are non-decreasing functions of ρ . However, since the efficiency is based on shortest paths between
nodes,12 a concept which is not directly captured by the density, a scaling factor might be necessary to
normalize changes among those quantities.
We therefore considered a more general form of J than that in Eq. (1) by introducing two distinct
dependencies on the connection density, i.e., βρ and ρβ , where β is a tunable control parameter. For
values around β = 1, the parameter had no influence on the returned optimal density (Supplementary
Text 3). Hence, for the sake of simplicity, we deliberately chose β = 1 that corresponds to the original
expression of the quality function in Eq. (1), i.e., J = (Eg+El)/ρ .
When ρ = 0 in Eq.(1), then both global- Eg and local-efficiency El are null leading to an indefinite
form. As density slightly increases (0 < ρ < ε , with ε sufficiently small) it can be demonstrated that J
tends to 1. In fact, in this range, the probability to find at least three nodes connected together (a triangle)
is extremely low. By definition, El = 0 in absence of at least one triangle 12 and therefore J ' Eg/ρ . By
considering the definitions of Eg and ρ , this quantity can be rewritten as Eg/ρ = 1/m∑ni6= j 1/di, j, where m
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is the number of existing links and di, j is the distance between the nodes i and j. In a generic network with
m links there are at least m pairs of nodes directly connected (i.e., di, j = 1). This means that the sum in the
latter equation is bounded from below by m in the case of isolated pairs of connected nodes (m= n/2) or
in the trivial case of m= 1. It follows that J→ 1 when there are relatively few links in a network.
When ρ tends to 1, it is trivial to see from equation (1) that J→ 2, as both Eg and El tend to one. For
intermediate density ranges (ε < ρ  1− ε) the analytical estimate of J is not trivial since Eg and El
depend on the network topology which is, in general, unknown.
2. Numerical simulations for small-world and scale-free networks
Small-world networks were generated according to the Watts-Strogatz (WS) model 14 with a rewiring
probability pws = 0.1. Scale-free networks were generated according to the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model
.15
In the first simulation, we considered undirected networks. We varied both the network size and
the average node degree, i.e., n= 16,128,1024,16384 and k = 1,2,3,4,5. In the WS models, k is even
accounting for the number of both left and right neighbors of the nodes in the initial lattice. To obtain
small-world networks with k odd, we first generated lattices with k even and then, for each odd node (e.g.,
1, 3, ...), we removed the link with its left farthest neighbor. This procedure removes in total n/2 links
leading to a new average node degree k′ = k−1, while keeping a regular structure. As for BA models, we
set the number of links in the preferential attachment mba = 3 and the initial seed was a fully connected
network of n0 = mba nodes. This setting generated scale-free networks with k = 6−12/n, that is k ≥ 5
regardless of the selected network size. We then removed at random the exceeding number of links until
we reached the desired k value. This procedure had the advantage to preserve the original scale-free
structure.
In the second simulation, we considered directed networks to confirm and extend the results we
obtained for undirected WS and BA networks. We selected eight representative network sizes, i.e.,
n= 8,16,32,64,128,256,512,1024 covering the typical size of most current imaging connectomes, and
we varied the connection density. Specifically, we performed a two-step procedure:
1. We fixed one-hundred ρ values quadratically spaced within the entire available density interval.
2. After having identified the optimal ρ∗, we performed a refined research among one-hundred new
values linearly spaced between the density values, in step 1, before and after ρ∗.
For WS models, initial lattices had k equal to the nearest even integer equal or higher than ρ(n−1),
with ρ ∈ (0,1). For BA models, the number of attaching links was mba = log2 n to ensure an initial
relatively high density; the seed was a fully connected network of n0 = mba nodes. By construction
ρ ∈
(
0, 2mban+m0n(n−1)
)
, where m0 = n0(n0−1)/2 is total number of links in the initial seed. For both models,
we then removed at random the exceeding links until we reached the desired density value. For both
simulation we generated one-hundred sample networks.
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3. Graph analysis of brain networks
Complex networks can be analyzed by a plethora of graph quantities characterizing different topological
properties.25 Here, we considered a subset of representative ones which have been shown to be relevant
for brain network analysis.26 To characterize the entire brain network (i.e., large-scale topology), we used
global- and local-efficiency, which respectively read:
Eg =
2
n(n−1)
n
∑
i 6= j
1
di j
El =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
Eg(i)
(2)
where di j is the length of the shortest path between nodes i and j, and Eg(i) is the global-efficiency of the
ith subgraph of the network .12
To characterize modules, or clusters, of brain regions (i.e., mid-scale topology), we extracted the
community partition P of the brain network by means of the Newman’s spectral algorithm maximizing the
modularity:
Q=
1
2m
Tr(GTMG) (3)
where G is the (non-square) matrix having elements Gig = 1 if node i belongs to cluster g and zero
otherwise, and M is the so-called modularity matrix.27
To characterize individual brain areas (i.e., small-scale topology), we measured the centrality of the
nodes in the brain network by means of the node degree and of the node betwenness, which respectively
read:
ki =
n
∑
j 6=i
Ai j
bi = ∑
j 6=i6=h
σ jh(i)
σ jh
(4)
where the element of the adjacency matrix Ai j = 1 if there is a link between node i and j, zero otherwise;
and where σ jh is the total number of shortest paths between nodes j and h, while σ jh(i) is the number of
those paths that pass through i.
4. Distances between samples and statistical analysis
To assess brain network differences between individuals (or samples) in the two groups, we measured
the distance between the respective values obtained for each graph quantity. We used the Mirkin index to
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compute distances between two network partitions Pu and Pv:
MI(Pu,Pv) = 2(nuv+nvu) (5)
where nuv is the number of pairs of nodes that are in different clusters under Pu but not in the same one
under Pv; and nvu is the number of pairs that are in the same cluster under Pu but in different ones under Pv
.28 For all other graph quantities, we used the divergent coefficient:29
D(Xu,Xv) =
√√√√( 1
M
M
∑
m=1
xu,m− xv,m
xu,m+ xv,m
)2
(6)
where Xu = [xu,1,xu,2, ...,xu,M] and Xv = [xv,1,xv,2, ...,xv,M], contain the value(s) of the graph quantity for
the uth and vth sample. Notably, M = 1 for global-, local-efficiency and modularity (i.e., Eg, El , Q). M = n
for the node degree vector K = [k1,k2, ...,kn] and the node betweenness vector B = [b1,b2, ...,bn].
We used Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance to evaluate the overall effect of different
thresholds, or filtering methods (i.e., MST, PMFG) on distances between individuals. A Tukey-Kramer
multiple comparison test was then used to determine specific differences between pairs of thresholds or
methods.30
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Figures
Figure 1. Optimal connection density in synthetic networks and brain networks. (a-b) Blue curves
show the trends of the optimal densityρ for one-hundred generated small-world pws = 0.1 and scale-free
mba = 9 networks along different sizes n. Blue squares spot out the average optimal ρ values. The black
line shows the fit ρ = c/(n− 1) to the data, with c = 3.258 for small-world networks and c = 3.215
for scale-free networks (Supplementary Table ??). The background color codes for the average value
of the quality function J. Insets indicate that the optimal average node degree converges to k = 3 for
large network sizes (n = 16834). (c) Optimal density values obtained from group-averaged J profiles
for different brain networks. Imaging connectomes come from previously published studies (Table 1).
The fit ρ = c/(n−1) to the pooled data gives c= 3.06 (adjusted R2 = 0.994). The inset shows a sharp
distribution for the optimal average node degree, with a mode k = 3. (d-e) Average J profile (black
curves) for simulated small-world and scale-free networks as a function of the network size (n) and of
the density (ρ). J values are represented in normalized units (n.u.), having scaled them by the global
maximum obtained for n= 1024. Blue and red curves show respectively the profiles of global- (Eg) and
local-efficiency (El). (f) Group-averaged J profile for fMRI connectomes (Table 1). The grey dashed
line indicates the actual density maximizing J, i.e., ρ = 0.035, corresponding to an average node degree
k = 3.115. The graph illustrates the brain network of a representative healthy subject (lateral view, frontal
lobe on the left Lx).
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Figure 2. Statistical comparison of brain network distances across different thresholds. (a-c) Top panels
show group-averaged connectomes filtered with ECO for the healthy (blue links) and diseased (red links)
group, in three representative imaging modalities, i.e., EEG, fMRI, and DTI (Table 1). Lower panels show
distances between brain network properties across different thresholds for global-efficiency Eg, community
partition P , and node degree vector K = [k1, ...,kn]. Thresholds are given by the average node degree
k, which corresponds to a connection density ρ = k/(n−1). Circles correspond to medians; horizontal
grey lines correspond to lower and upper quartiles; bar colors shade after quartiles. Overall, the distance
significantly depends on the threshold value (Kruskalwallis test, P< 0.001; Supplementary Table ??).
Grey circles represent distances for the optimal threshold k = 3. White circles denote threshold values
for which distances are not significantly different from k = 3 (Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test, P≥ 0.001).
Transparent circles denote threshold values for which distances are significantly lower than k = 3 (Tukey-
Kramer post-hoc test, P< 0.001). Insets show the P-values resulting from the Tukey-Kramer post-hoc
comparison of distances between all the threshold values.
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Figure 3. Statistical comparison of brain network distances across different filtering methods. Bar plots
show the medians of distance between brain network properties of samples in the healthy and diseased
group. Vertical bars denote lower and upper quartiles. Medians and quartiles are normalized for the
sake of representation. Overall, the choice of the filtering method significantly affects distances between
samples (Kruskalwallis test, P< 0.001; Supplementary Table ??). For all graph quantities, ECO gives
significantly larger distances as compared to MST (Tukey-Kramer post hoc test, P < 0.01) and, with
minor extent, to PMFG (Supplementary Table ??). By construction, MST gives null distances for
local-efficiency as there are no triangles in tree-like networks.
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Tables
Imaging
modality
Group(s) Species
Samples
x Group
Condition Nodes
Connectivity
method
Domain Links
31 Ca+S Healthy Zebrafish 5 Spontaneuous [9,21]
Granger
causality
Time Directed
32 eEEG Healthy Rodent 1
Evoked
potential
15
Partial directed
coherence
Time/Freq. (8
ms/14-29 Hz)
Directed
33 Ca+M - Culture 2 Spontaneous [19,32] Time delay Time Directed
34 fNIRS Healthy Human 2 Resting state 46
Pearson’s
correlation
Time Undirected
35 fMRIS Healthy Primate 3 Resting state 56
Pearson’s
correlation
Time Undirected
36 EEG
Healthy,
Stroke
Human 20
Motor
imagery
61
Imaginary
coherence
Frequency
(14-29 Hz)
Undirected
37 fMRI
Healthy,
Coma
Human 17 Resting state 90
Wavelet
correlation
Time Undirected
38 MEG
Healthy,
Epilepsy
Human 5 Resting state 149
Spectral
coherence
Frequency
(5-14 Hz)
Undirected
39 DTI
Healthy,
Epilepsy
Human 19 - 164
Fractional
anisotropy
- Undirected
37 fMRIL
Healthy,
Coma
Human 17 Resting state 417
Wavelet
correlation
Time Undirected
33 Ca+L - Culture 6 Spontaneous [562,1107] Time delay Time Directed
40 EEGL Healthy Human 5
Motor
execution
4094
Imaginary
Coherence
Frequency
(13-30 Hz)
Undirected
Table 1. Experimental details and network characteristics of imaging connectomes.
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